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Chmelnetzki Genocide
Chmelnetiki seeking to over
throw the Russian Polish
Lithuanian Authorities used the

eternal age proven
Anti-Semitisim.
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He painted all the Authorities
as Jew lovers Jew Enablers.HE
Chmelnettzke once given
power would throw to the
ground all the gains that the
"killers of Christ the crooked
dishonest stealing Jews hc0
stolen from the believers of
Jesus the God the son of God
and the Holy Ghost."
He was immediately crowned
as the savior by the merchants
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farmers and of course the
Russian Greek Orthodox Church
all who could not compete with
Jewish honesty talent and
a bi Iity to del ive r a su pe rior
product.
For 1500 years all the way
to today Anti Semites have hurt
billions of the common non

Jews more than they hurt the
Jew. By shutting Jewish
competition the non Jewish
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customers w r d prived of

receiving superior products for
their money.
When Nazi Germ ny threw
out all Jewish doctor the
following occurr d:
From 1934-1944 only G rman
doctors were permitt d in
Germany. The Nazis pull d the
citizenship of all Jewish
professionals. As a result all

Jewish professionals were
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legally disqualified from
pra ctici ng.

I resea rched the resu Its.
From 1934-1944 more than
seven million Germans died

from misdiagnosis. Only three
and a half million German
soldiers died in battle.
It was Polish Kings in the past
who chopped off the heads of
rabble rousers who accused

Jews of killing a Christian and
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using Christian blood to bake
Matzos for Passover. These

"infidel Jew loving kings" had to
be killed and a new order
installed!! !

AND a new order was restored
Half a million Jews killed.
Millions wounded.
All Jewish females married

single children old raped.
Millions of personal and real
property stolen. What could
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not be ca rried away was set
afi re.
All Jewish community
structu res ru ptu red.
The function of the Vaad of
Four Countries was smashed.
The Vaad was the central
Judicial organization that
resolved all Jewish disputes and
set policy for Jews in Four
Countries Russia Poland and
two other Countries where
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Jews enjoined semi autonomy

granted by benevolent kings.
After Chmelnetzki was finally
defeated

The Jews scrambled

to reorganize.
There were immediate
religious Hallachic problems
that had to be solved.
Many married Jewish women
assented to have sex with their
attackers . Under such a
scenario the wife was
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forbidden to return to her
husband.
The Rabbis jumped in to
rectify and save the old
II

marriages.
The Rabbis declared all the old
marriages annulled ab initio.
Thus when the wife willingly
had sex she was single. A man
can marry a woman who
previously had sex. She was
legally not married when she
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had sex. See Tur Shulchan
Aruch Even Hoezer Chapter 7
in Darkei Moshe.
Soon afterwards The Jewish
communities were faced with
an other problem.
The Kings who arose following
Chmelnetzki decreed that after
a certain date Jews would not
be permitted to marry.
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The decree effected mostly

the new generation the baby
boomers.
The rabbis legalized Child
Marriages. Males younger than

13 and females younger than

12 were married. These
marriages did not carry the

sanctity of older persons
marrying. The children who

got married were permitted to
annul their marriages after they
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reached maturity if th Y so
desired.

The Vilna Goan

agreed to this act of permitting
Children marriag

.

See Aruch ha hulchom Even
Hoezer.
There existed an other greater
calamity that proved to be a
schism.

Following he genocide of
Chmelnet ki a man arose in
Egypt who claimed he is the
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Messiah. According to Jewish

Aggadah preceding the coming
of the Messiah there will be the
wars of Gog and and Mogog
see Bible Ezekiel Chapter 35 36

37.
Shabse Tzviin in addition to
claiming that he was the

Messiah also rejected many
Jewish laws claiming that when
the Messiah comes many laws
would no longer be in force.
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This is the interpretation of

many Aggadas . This is not what
the over whelming Rabbinical
authorities rule. See Rambam
Principle8 of the 13 Principles
of Faith recited each morning
at prayer and Rambam Yaad
Hachazaka Yesodai HaTorah
Foundations of Torah.
Shabse Tzve attracted
thousands of Jews who were
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misled and abandoned
authentic Judaism.
Shassei Tzvi over played his
hand. He demanded that the
Sultan in Egypt abdicate and
hand over his position to him.
The Sultan made a counter
offer. He would agree to
abdicate providing Sabse Tzvi
would agree to with stand

being shot being shot by a firing
squad.
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If Shabse Tzvi refused to

stand up and be shot by a firing
squad; he must convert to

Islam or be decapitated if he
refused.
Shabse Tzvu together with
many of his followers
converted to Islam.

At the same time as Shabshe
Tzvei there arose a man called
Ruvani. He claimed he was the
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ambassador of an Arabian
prince. He was joined by
another man called
Sholme Melochi who was
Catholic. H or his father were
former Jews livin in Spain.
They were part of th 250,000
Jews who elected to remain in
Spain in 1492 and Portugal

1496 providing th y convert to
Catholicism. 2 0,000 J ws
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departed spain and Portugal for

more friendly lands in
North Africa Greece and the
Middle East ruled by Muslims.
Both approached the Pope
asking that he declare a
crusade to conquer Jerusalem
and rebuild the third Jewish
Temple because the Messiah
Shabse Tzvi had come.

The Pope was not impressed.
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Shortly afterwards both were
arrested.
Shlomo Malachi was burned
at the stake because he
reverted back to Judaism.
Ruveni was freed and banished
from Italy
After Shabse Tzvi there arose
another man claiming he was
the Messiah. His name was

Jacob JosephFrank . He also
over played his hand.
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He approached a

German King and demanded
he abdicate in his favor.
The King gave him an
ultimatum. Either he convert to
Christianity or be decapitated.
Frank together with many
followers converted.
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Both Shabse Tzvi and

Jacob Joseph Frank introduced
reforms into the body of
Judaism.
Both discarded many of the
dietary laws and forbidden
marriage relationships.
They relied on Aggadic writings

and kabalah the study of the
Zohar and mystical writings
that at the time of the Messiah
pig meat would be permitted. A
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pig in Hebrew is called
"Chazar", which means
"reversed". That is to say that
at some point in the future the

laws forbidding the eating of
Chazar-pig would be reversed.
Also that the meat of
Levyoson would be permitted.
Levyoson is a non Kosher sea
animal.
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Also that preceding the coming

of Messiah Elijah the prophet
wou Id be resu rrected.
He would answer all the
difficult questions of religious
laws that were never
solved .The Hebrew letters
TAIKU stand for T= TISHBI
another name for Elijah the
prophet. AI YETARETZ = will
answer K= KUSHOS difficult
passages in the Talmud never
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resolved before U =UBATO

and all difficult qu

tions of

faith.
He would also r v al who is

a true Kohen and L vi. He
however wOIJld not reveal the
real identity of mamzarim
bastards who

mother

married all0th r man with out
receiving an H Ilachic V/~«
~)
If yt/1U-t,~~'V'he childr

rom man numo r
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two are bastards forbidden for

ever from marrying a Jew.
owever if h id ntity of a
mazer is not known the
mamzer or ma

r s female

mamzer is p rmitted to marry
a Jewish spous . That is good
Jewish law ven today.
See Aruch Hashulchon
Even Hoe

r chapter 4 .
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Elijah will not reveal the true
identity of descendants of
II

mamzarlm.
Shabse Tzvi and Frank
jumped this law a million
steps.
They permitted many
forbidden relationships.
Both movements came into
conflict with Talmudic Judaism.
Both movements claimed that

they opposed the Talmud and
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its laws. As a result both
strengthen d

h Kari e sect

that opposed amudic laws
and was at w r with Talmudic
laws since 2300 years ago.At
the time of the Talmud they
were known a tzedokim and
Baitusim. La

r they changed

their nam to Karaites. Today
there exi

ome Karaites. They

were not consider Jews by the
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Nazis and escaped the
holoca ust.
Ramban

" in his debate

with an apostle Jew defending
Judaism against Christianity
states that Aggadah literature is
not binding. Many laws
recorded in Aggadah that
contradict Judaism have no
vita Iity. Like wise a ny time
there exists a dispute between
Kaballah Zohar and mystical
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writings visa vis Halacha from

Talmud the rulings of the
Talmud are to prevail. The

kabalah and mystical writings
are not to be accepted. Thus all
arguments from Aggada
forwa rded by the a postle
favoring Christianity were shot
down by the Ramban. One of

the arguments was that since
Jesus is the Messiah all rituals
recorded in the Torah are
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supersceded. This is the same
argument advanced by
Shabse Tzvi and Jacob Frank.
Since authentic Judaismrelies
on the TALMUD Christianity

SaBse Tzvi and Jacob Joseph
Frank and The Karaites all were
at war with the Talmud.

Following the death of both
men other impostures arose
who claimed they possessed
the souls of
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Shabse Tzvi and Jacob Joseph

Frank. Eva the daughter of
Jacob Joseph Frank claimed
she was a Messiah. She inspired

thousands telling them God
spoke to her. Also that the
Virgin Mary spoke to her.
Following Shabse Tzvi and
Jacob Josep Frank the Rabbis

were very wary of all
movements and individuals
who used Kabbalah books of
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the Zohar and Aggada to form
other streams of Judaism.
The Chasidim who preached
from Aggada and Kabolo- Zohar
led by many pious Rabbis were
attacked by Misnagdim .
A schism followed for the next

100 years.
The first Lubavitzer Rebbi who
was the leader of Chasidim
was pitted against the Vilna
Goan who opposed any
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semblance to the Messianists
shabse Tzvi and Jacob Joseph
Frank. Those opposed to rhe
Chasidim were called
Misnagdim. The Hasidim
initiated many customes based
on the Zohar and Kabala that
were severly opposed by the
Misnagdim.

THE Misnagdim as arule
represented the elite Torah
scholars. The Chasidim
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represented the ignorant Jews.

ihe Chasidim attracted their
followers with songs stories
and preached graet faith in the
rebbi the spiritua I laeder The
Bal Shemtov was one of the
founders of Chasidim. There
,

e> Asts hundreds of Chasidic
dynasties even today.

Rav Yoneson Eisbitz a great
Talmudic authority who also
wrote about mysticism was
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attacked by the Hacham Tzvi
and his son Rav Yaakov Emden.
This situation dragged on
until the Miaskillim arrived on
the scene.
The Maskillim were secular
Jewish leaders who believed
that if Jews would study secular
wisdom languages science

physics biology medicine law
they would be accepted by non
Jews and win economic rights.
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Moshe Mendelsohn was one
of the leaders in late 1700s
ea rly 1800s.
However the innovations
introduced ended up in many
Jews converting to Christianity
in order to win Rights and have
all restrictions removed. The
children of Mendelsohn
converted.
With the rise of the Maskilim
the old animosity of Chasidim
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and Misnagdim evaporated
since both had to battle the
dangers of Hakallah.
However the more the Jew
tried to appease the non Jew
and become like the non Jew
even baptizing the greater the
hatred jealousy and anti
Semitism.
The Jews missed the point.

The more they appeared as non
Jews and had restrictions
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removed the greater the

competition and success of
former Jews against the non
Jews.

Former Jews were

superior to non Jews.
They produced a better product
and won in the battle of public
opnion. This resulted in
heightened hatred and demand

to have the government get rid
of Jewish competition in every
field that Jews invaded the
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territory of non J ws. Jews
excelled in all fields of
theoretical and practical

science. hey xc lied in the
humanities. Th y were elected
as physicians professors and
built great fortunes in their
respectiv end avors.
What Jews did not understand
that the d mand that Jews
baptiz wa never intend d to

grant in practice equal rights to
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Jews and b accepted. That was
never the int ntion.

The argument that Jews
baptize wa u

d because the

non Jew b lieved that jews
would n ver b pize and
therefor Jwi h competition
was stopp d b cause Jews
refused to bapti e.
Once however the barrier was
smashed and J ws in fact did
convert in th

million or
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became Reform Jews and
abandoned all their rituals then
the non Jew invented other
reasons to stop Jewish
competition.
The racist arguments against
Jews were then perfected.
Hitler amd the Nazis} as well as}
the French Anti Semites
borrowed a page from Spail1
and Portugal dating back to ';j~

1500. When the 250,000 Jews
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elected to baptize in order to

r main in Spain and Portugal
they over took all th millions
of non Jews. Th y won the
highest offices in th army

government profession and
Church. Three Jews mad it to
Pope. In Great Britain today a
converted Jew is head of th

Angli ca n Ch urch.
Converted Jews today and in
the past 50 years are Bishops
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and Cardinals in the Roman
Catholic Church. Cardinal
Lustig was a great voice in
France until his death several
years ago. He was also
instrumental in having the
Catholic Church reverse it's
theology that all Jews are
responsible for deicide.

He openly proclaimed that he
is Jewish but accepts
Christianity. When he died he
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instructed his nephews to
recite Kaddish for him.
Other Converted Jews in the
Roman Catholic church were
instrumental in having the
Church rescind its theology that
Jews are responsible for the
crucifixion of Jesus.
Getting back to what we
started that The Nazis and
other Anti Semites borrowed a
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page from Spain and Portugal
in 1500s.

As mentioned once the
Spaniards realized that the
new Christians the converted
Jews won most of the high
profile positions because of
their superior ability the non
Jews forced the Government to
rescind all privileges given to
these new Christians.
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Spain and Portugal passed
laws that in order to qua Iify to
get a top job in the government
army navy Churchor professios
or business or fa'rming one had
to prove that for the last 10
generations one had Christian
fore parents Christian blood.

This was called in Spanish IIpure
blood laws" These laws were
the fore runners of the Nazi
Nurenberg pure Ariyan laws.
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The bottom line is that the
more the Jew wanted to
imitate the non Jew even
adopting his religion the more
the non Jew repelled the Jew.
The Nazis banned Jewish math
Jewish physics Jewish medicine
Jewish theory of relativity.

This paranoia was a blessing in
d isgu ise.
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The Nazis threw out all Jewish
brains and Knowledge. The
western democracies although
no lovers of Jews ,nevertheless,
were smarter than the Nazis.
They welcomed Jewish brains
and eventually these Jews
discovered how to build the
atom bomb for the USA and
later for Israel.
The Nazis tried to build the
atom bomb; but bumbled.
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The super race was a super

fiasco a super failure. They fell
flat on their face. Again German
brains were no match for
Jewish brains.
They were beaten
by the Jew! ! ! ! !

WONDER OF WONDERS

THE LYING JEW
The non human creature
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ONE NOT FIT TO LIVE WITH THE
SUPER RACE
BEAT THE SUPER RACE
HElL Hiltler!!!!
Getting back to the nineteenth
century and twentieth century
All Jewish efforts to Iive as a
Christian adopt his character
and even his religion were met

by hatred. They all eventually
back fired. They created more
hatred jealousy and demands
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that the Government step in to
out law Jewish competition.
This is the background for
the holocaust.
The emancipation of the Jew
in Europe and the Americas
granting the Jew equal rights is
the root cause for the
holocaust.

I am not blaing the victim I am
merely pointing out that threre

exists no cure for hatred of the
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Jew other than the Jew having
a country of his own. The Jew
will never be accepted.

We have not seen the last of
built in hidden anti Semitism
of the failed efforts by stupid
Jews to impeach Trump.
I fear that God forbid the
hatred will explode and all Jews

may have to pay for these
stupid arrogant Jews.
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The Dreyfus affair was a game
changer. A Jewish French
officer was falsely convicted in
France of supplying French
military secrets to the Germans
during the French German war
of 1870.

At the end it was proven that
French high officers were the
cu Ip rits !!!

Th is affa ir convinced
Theodore Herzel and many
171

other Jews that the only
remedy and m dicine to
combat Anti 5 mitism is for the
Jew to have a country of their
own in Isra I.
If hatred can not be cured
than the J w can defend
himself with conventional and
non conv ntional weapons.
The atom hydrogen neutron
and Torah Bomb has leveled
the field.
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Now less than 10 million Jews

in Israel can hold at bay a
billion Muslims and Europeans.
One who hates will think a
million tim'es before starting up
with the Jew.
If the anti Semite will have all
his teeth knocked out, he will
suppress his hatred.
The cure against hatred is to
decimate and eliminate the
anti-Semite.
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If some one would have
taught a lesson to the antiSemite Assistant Dean of an
elite University Columbia
University who proclaimed in

1960 that all Jews are thieves
then anti Semitism at this elite
University would not exist like
it does today and as it existed
in 1960 and 1935.
This bigot considered all Jews
guilty of being thieves. He did
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not believe that Jews are
th

covered by the 5 and

14th

Amendment to the USA bill of
rights of DU E PROCESS.
Negroes in 1850 were
excluded from protection of
the bill of" rights in the famous
Scott decision of the Supreme
Court. Blacks wereexcluded
because they were deemed not
citize ns.
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Not until the 14

th

'
~ Cie,

Amendment spread its cloud of
protection and forced all States
to grant protection to every
person born in the USA
regardless of race meaning
Blacks.
However this bigot assistant
Dean at Columbia excluded

ALL JEWS from the protection
of the bill of rights.
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16 years after the Nazis were
defeated this bigot removed
the citizenship of every Jew and
consequently the protection of
the bill of rights.

A few days after his inglorious
speech that I attended and
witnessed a number of Jews
were murdered.

This bigot is guilty of felony
murder. I would permit this

bigot a fair trial. I would grant
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him all his due process. If I
would be part of the jury I
would vote to have him roast in
the electric chair. Or if the trai
would take place in a state
where capital punishment is by
firing squad, to have him blind
folded tied to a stake and
turned into swiss cheese by the
volume of bullets.
In that way Anti Semitism Anti
Israel Anti Jews would not be
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welcome today in 2020 at the
elite of elite University

my alma mata
Columbia University.
Another person whom I would
condemn if I served in a Jury in

1935 would be the president of
Columbia University who
attended in Berlin a book

burning ceremony. Books
authored by Jews like Einstein

Freud and other great minds \ if
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they w r J wish were burned.
This bigot pr

ident of

Columbia University lent the
prestige of the elite University

Columbia to th gr atest crime
in the annul of recorded
history Na i theology.

Six

years later 1941-1945 six
million Jews w r gassed or put

to death by drowning or shot.
I WOU LD TRY TH IS BIGOT ON

FELONY MURD RAND
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CONVICT HIM TO TOAST IN THE
ELECTRIC CHAIR
OR ELSE BE BLIND FOLDED TIED
TO STAKE AND TURNED INTO
SWISS CHEESE BY A FIRING
SQUAD.
An other group of felons are
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and
all members of his
administration that not lift a
finger to satJe Jews from the
holocaust. Not only they shut
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the gates of the USA but
prevented other countries who
wanted to save Jews
The Philippines during the
1930s had the legal statues
vis a vis the

USA as

Puerto Rico is today. It was
under total USA control in
the 1930s.

The president of the
Philippines wanted to save
hundreds of thousands Jews
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and settle them on a Phillipines
island. Roosevelt prevented

him. As a result hundreds of
thousands Jews who would
have been rescued were gassed
by the Nazis.

The dictator of Spain
Fra ncisco Fra nco wa nted to
save 1 million Jews in 1943 -

1944 .. Eichman had agreed to
release 1 million Jews to find
safe haven in Spain providing
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the German army was supplies
with 500 trucks laden with
coffee. The Germans were
short of Coffee. Roosevelt
vetoed the rescue plan.

1 million Jews were then
gassed by the Nazis.
Roosevelt prevented USA
planes flying with in 15 miles

from the gas chambers to
bomb the gas chambers. He
refused to bomb the rail road
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connections to the gas
chambers.
Roosevelt and all members of
his administration who

supported all these crimes
should have been tried in a
court of law given the
protection of their rights.
I would have voted to convict.

The punishment: hanging or
the electric chair or the firing
squad.
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I would first hang them head
down before execution by

firing squad - the same as how
Mussolini the Italian dictator
and war criminal met his
demise.
I am going to be more
practical and to apply this cure
Il

of Anti-Semitism" to today.
The European Union today
agitates against the State of
Israel. They favor the
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Palestinian terrorists. They
Give give them billons of Euros
the enable them to kill and
maim Jews. They Support

them politically.
The European Union are the
incarnation of those
Anti- Semites for the last 1500
who preached
REPLACEMENT THEOLOGY
Christianity replaces Judaism.
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All Jews who refuse to accept
Jesus as the Father Son and

Holy Ghost are cursed and
condemned to be raped robbed
exiled and murdered

IS
GOOD
REPLACEMENT

THEOLOGY.
Martin Luther in his fight
against the Catholic Church
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penned two books shortly
before his death to become his
legacy.
"the Jew and his lies"
"Hashem hameforush"
Both anti Semitic screeches
repeated the above mentioned
treatment for any Jew who
refuses to convert.

Luther wanted to prove his
reform creed was greater
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in their incitement
greater Anti- Semites
than the
Roman Catholic Church.
There existed in the 1500s
competition who was a greater
Anti-Semite .
The one who professed
greater hatred
greater lies
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greater and crueler behavior
greater lethal venom
against the Jew
would win public acceptance.
Protestants were pitted
against Catholics for the souls
of Christians.
The fight was who was going to
possess all worldly prizes of
wealth property and power.
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Anti- Semitism was an 1000

year age long proven tool.
That is why Luther established
his legacy as the
number one
ignorant
•

In

philosophy
theology

history
but
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great
demagogu
hate monger
Iier
inciter
in the killing

of
millions

of
Christians
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and
Jews.
Hitler and the Nazis in 19331945 used the books of
Luther as justification for the
murder of six million Jews and
one million Jewish children.
The European Union today is
the incarnation of
ALL THE ANTI- SEMITES OF THE
LAST 1500 YEARS.
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They incite against Jews and
Israel.
They favor the Palestinians at
the expense of Jews.
They are guilty

Of
felony murder.
They should be tried by the
State of Israel on

FELONY MURDER AND CRIMES
AGAINST HUMANITY.
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They should be found guilty.

They should be hanged
or
Hung upside down.

Then shot by firing squad in the
same way that Mussollina the
Italian dictator and war criminal
was killed.

In that way the Europeans
would once and for all be

taught to focus on their own
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affairs and use their wealth to
improve European life rather
than try to destroy Jews.
The Rambam Chapter 12 of
laws of Kings Yaad Hazake

A PRAGMATIC CRITERIA
TO IDENTIFY WHO IS
Messiah.
"[1] One who succeeds to
establish Jewish sovereignty in
Eretz Yisroei- Israel.
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[2] All the writings in Bible Nach
and the Talmud re Messiah are
ambiguous.

[3] No one will know until it will
happen.

[4] What order will take place is
a mystery.
For the lat 2000 years there
have arisen multitudes of

individuals who aspired to the
title of Messiah. Each arose
during or after a great tragedy
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and Holocaust befell the
Jewish people in different parts
of the world.
None

Of
These
Men
Ever
succ

ded.

Ther arose an individual in

Vem n at the time of the
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Rambam 1100-1200 . That

prompted the Rambam to pen
an epistle to the Jews in Yemen

to appraise them that they
should not be gullible and fall
for th false claims of the
imposture.
Certain great Rabbis believed
in the latter parts
of 1700s and 1800s that if
Jews in very great numbers
themselves would settle in
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Israel th Ywould fast charg
and prompt God to send the
M

siah.

The Vilna Goan and th First
Lubavit er Rebbi although
opponents both shar d this
ideology. Many dis iples of
both of these Torah giants
settled in Israel.

However not until religious
Orthodox J ws as well a
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secular Jews

launched th

Zionist movement
in th 1860-1920s

was an organized movement
initiated to settle Israel.
The Zionist ideology is not a
contradiction to what Rambam
writes in
laws of Kings chapter 12.

Th

almud Sanehdrin

Chapter Chelek re Messiah
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suggests that Messiah could
very well be an era not a
human per se . Thus

U]

Enlighten

[2]Am~r

-

nt in 1600

volution against Great

Britain and the ind pendenc
of the USA

[3] French r volution
[4] ind pend nc of central
and South American Countries

[5] the Civil War
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happ ns. This is what the

Rambam
writes.
Malban 1850 wrote in his
commentary on all book of
Bible at end of Book

Daniel

the following.
Approximately 70 -90 year in
the future there will be the

[1] wars of Gog and Mogug
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[2] millions J ws and non Jews
will be killed

[3] Jewish State will be born.
[4]Messiah will app ar.

[5] All deceas d will be
resu rrected.
However Malbin is not a
prophet. His time table does
not have the authority of a
prophesy.
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v s [1] the first and S

cond

World Wars occurred

[2] lOO'million were klled
[3] six million J ws and one
million Jewish childr n wer
killed

[4]the State of israel was
reborn.
However man has to be
pragmatic
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was campi ted many years
later under the
Persian King Darius
th son of
Queen Esther
and Persian King Achasverous

from the Purim story.
See Bible books Esther E ra
and Nechemia.
Thus the Bible refers to a non
Jew Koresh as the Messiah
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because he intended to restore
Jews to Judea and rebuild the
Holy Jewish Temple.
Other non Jews with such
intentions many generations
rations later were

[1] Justin the pagan Roman
emperor who opposed
Christianity. He was killed by
the Christians.

[2] Napoleon in 1800 who
invaded Egypt wanted to
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conquer Palestine then invite
Jews to return there and

rebuild the Third Holy Temple.
He did not succeed. However
he convened a Jewish
Sanehdrin to reconcil Judaism
with liberal thoughts of
Napoleon. He instituted a
Code of law bearing his name

granting equal rights to all
citizens including Jews.
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Even after Napoleon was
defe ted urope slowly
adopt d his ideas and Jews
r mained emancipated with
eq ua I rights.
Thus it is no great jump to
sup ose that we ar pres ntly
living in th

Me sianic era.

In the words of the Rambam
who ???wh t??? when???
d tails of M ssiah remain a
mystery to be revealed as the
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ev nts in history unfold. Thus
these ev nts can be influenced

by the deeds of man Jewish and
non J wish
In the words of the Bible Isaiah

60 :22 "Beito Achish no in heir
designat d time /accel rat d
Later /sooner . if J ws and

mankind are worthy
accel rated. If not worthy in
their time. That is how the
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II

Talmud interpret these
mysterious words

B ito / Achish nu.
IF ALL Jews observe twice all
laws of Sabbath.

THE BOTTOM LINE
THE CONCEPT OF MESSIAH
REMAINS A MYST RY.
NO ONE WIL KNOW UNTIL IT
WILL HAPPEN.
IN T E INT RIM
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GOD LIFE JEWISH ISRAEL
GOD LIFE JEWISH ISRAEL
GOD LIFE JEWISH ISRAEL
SURVIVAL OF ISRAEL IS
EXISTENTIAL FOR THE JEW.
::?'

I AM GOING TO ADD A POT

SCRIPT IF YOU PLEASE
ADDITIONAL FOOT NOTES:
QUESTION:

When Messiah comes will
Christians retain the belief t at
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God is composed of God the
Father Jesus Son and the

Holy Ghost?
Answer: According to Rambam
Yad Hahazoko Laws of Kings
chapter 11 &12

II

nothing is

definite until Messiah arrives.
When he comes we will find
out. II
Jews are prohibited to believe
in Shutfos . Shutfos means that

there exists additional partners
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to God

Non Jews are

permitted to believe [even if its
in reality it is not true. God is a
,

pure ONE.
God is not a composite made
up of different entities afather
a son and a holy Ghost. All

three are also Bne like
Trinitarians believe.
IN HEBREW SUCH BELIEF IS
CALLED SHUTFOS-

PARTNERSHIP.
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The reason given why non
Jews have permission to
believe in Shutfos is the
following:
All humans with the
xception of Jews fall under th
domination of MAZEL = ATE.
In order to over come
Mazel= Fate the Ancients
believed hey must have the

intervention of some godly
force or entity. So they prayed
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to this entity-who is an Ang I
commis ioned by God call d a
Saar. ach nation has assigned
th ir Saar.
Thus we find in the Bible that
the Patriarch Jacob wrestled
and over powered the Saar

guardian angel assigned to his
broth r Esau. Bible Beraishis

Parshas Vayislach Genesis
32:25-29
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This concept that prayer to an
intermediate G'od iSl1ecessary
in order to over come the force
of fate was th

mission of all

Mid Eastern Religions.
This mission also app ars in

Ch ristia n ity. Ch ristia ns bel ieve
that praying to Jesus who in
turn pe itions God the Father

h Ips in reversing malicious
fate.

Christianity also b Ii v s
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that in addition of Jesu being
th Son He al

0

is an Angel.

Thus the belief of Christian
ties in with the b liefs of the
Mid East rn religions and the
above mentioned Sifri
Christians pray to Jesu to
petition the Father to rev rse
malicious Fate.
See Footnote of Malbin on

following :[1] Sifri Dvorim
Parshes Shoftim [12:3]
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[2] Mechilta Shmos Mishpotim

[177]
[3]Malbin book Lev Melochim
Shalot# 17 re
The Empire of Assiria'
conquered and banished all the
J ws. They xiled ~ the J ws

comprising the Ten Tribes
approximately 150 years

before the First Jewish Holy
Temple was destroyed by
Nevuchadnezer Emperor of
222

Babylonia. The Jews were
I

replac d with an other
population whose homeland
was conquered. These people
were pagans. Wild animals
attacked them. They feared
.

,

that the reason was b'ecause
, they did not believe in God.
They consulted with Jews and
began worshipping God

However they still worshipped
heir pagan gods.

The animals ceased attacking
them. See Bible Melochim

[Kings ]11 chapter 17:41 Malbin
comments that non Jews are
permitted to believe' in shutfos

partnership«od with an other
Diety- as long as th y
acknowledge the existence of
God . This is how h interprets
Bible ,Melochi chapter1 :11-12

"all nations from the rising of
the sun in the East to th West
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believe and honor God

II.

That

statesMalbin is' not that they
beli ve in a pure Monotheism.
Rather they also believe that
there exists an oth r

iety in

addition to God. The rol of

the oth r Diety i to plead with
God to abate the evil forces of

FATE.
Such are th

beliefs of Mid

astern religions as -well as

Christianity.
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According to Malbin non Jews

are permitted to have such a
religion. Jews are prohibited.
This is considered Avoda Zora
for J ws. Any religion that does
.

not accept that God gave the
Oral Torah the Talmud and the
th

Shulchn Aruch Digest of all

th Laws as practic d by
Orthodox Jews to day is
considered Avoda Zorah a
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J

foreign Worship. Responsa

Radvaz.
A foreign religion.
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This is how to cure anti
5 mitism anti Zi.onism and anti
the chosen people -the Jews.
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God helps those who help
themselves. If one does not

help himself/herself God will
not help.
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In Belgium and Spain Anti

Semites hide their hatred by
parading in Nazi Uniforms.

Depicting Jews as insects and
vermin that should be
ext rminated by gassing.
This hatred is covered up as
no more than having fun and
free speech.
Jews in Israel and Europe and
the USA are killed as a result
of this ((fun and free speech"
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This behavior is felony
murder.
All participants in these

parades should be tried as
felony murder.
They should be given all rights
to d fend th mselv s.
Then they should b found
guilty.

Their punishment hanging by
the head down and feet up.
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Then sho by firing squad. They
should be turned into

swiss cheese by the firing
squad.

I would recommend the same

treatment to tho e in the
colleges and universities aII
over th world
..

VIS

who Ii

..

a VIS

Israel
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a nd the Pa lesti n ia ns.
Becaus one attends a
college and university does not

grant them immunity against
the crime of felony murder.

WORDS KILL
WORDS KILL
WORDS KILL
Jewish students are harassed
threatened intimidated and
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killed because they are Jews
and support Israel.
When some one is a

demagogue and hide their
hatred against Jews under the
cov r of being anti ion ism and
"

free speech they are not
immune and shielded against
the crime of felony murder.

I believe that Israel should

begin enforcing the rule of law

FELONY MURD R
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and prosecute a11- ales~inian
leaders who inciteagain$t Jews

